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We report the result of the search for neutrinoless double beta decay of $^{82}$Se obtained with CUPID-0, the first large array of scintillating Zn$^{82}$Se cryogenic calorimeters implementing particle identification. We observe no signal in a 1.83 kg yr $^{82}$Se exposure, and we set the most stringent lower limit on the $0\nu\beta\beta$ $^{82}$Se half-life $T_{0\nu}^{\text{exp}} > 2.4 \times 10^{24}$ yr (90% credible interval), which corresponds to an effective Majorana neutrino mass $m_{0\nu} < (376–770) \text{ meV}$ depending on the nuclear matrix element calculations. The heat-light readout provides a powerful tool for the rejection of $\alpha$ particles and allows us to suppress the background in the region of interest down to $(3.6 \pm 1.9) \times 10^{-3}$ counts/(keV kg yr), an unprecedented level for this technique.
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The simultaneous occurrence of two beta decays ($2\nu\beta\beta$) [1] is a nuclear transition observable in a total of 35 even-even nuclei for which the sequence of two single beta decays is energetically forbidden or highly spin suppressed. This transition has so far been measured for 11 nuclei [2]. The $\beta\beta$ process without neutrino emission ($0\nu\beta\beta$) [3] is predicted in several extensions of the standard model of particle physics in which neutrinos are their own antiparticles [4]. Its discovery would establish the total lepton number nonconservation and the nature of neutrinos as Majorana fermions [5] providing support to leptogenesis theories [6]. In the case of the light Majorana neutrino exchange model, the $0\nu\beta\beta$ decay rate is proportional to the square of the effective Majorana neutrino mass $m_{0\nu} = \sum_i U_{ei}^2 m_i$, where $U_{ei}$ are elements of the neutrino mixing matrix, and $m_i$ are the neutrino mass eigenvalues; hence, its measurement would also constrain the neutrino mass scale.

The signature of the $0\nu\beta\beta$ decay is a peak in the summed energy spectrum of the electrons at the transition energy $Q_{0\nu\beta\beta}$ that must be identified in the presence of environmental background [7]. The sensitivity of an experiment is, therefore, determined by the number of $\beta\beta$ emitting isotopes, the energy resolution, and the background level at $Q_{0\nu\beta\beta}$. At present, no $0\nu\beta\beta$ evidence has been found, and actual limits on the half-life lie in the range of $(10^{24}–10^{29})$ yr [7–15].

Among the experimental techniques employed in this research field, cryogenic calorimeters (usually called bolometers) play a leading role [16]. In such devices, a highly sensitive thermometer measures the temperature rise induced in a crystal by a particle interaction [17,18]. This technology, thanks to the wide choice of crystal compounds, allows us to embed the $0\nu\beta\beta$ source in the detector itself. Moreover, it features excellent energy resolution and very high detection efficiency. The CUORE experiment
[19] recently demonstrated [13] that a detector composed of 1000 individual bolometers can be successfully used for the study of the $0\nu\beta\beta$ decay of $^{130}$Te ($Q_{\beta\beta} \approx 2527$ keV [20]). The sensitivity of CUORE is mainly limited by energy-degraded $\alpha$ particles emitted by surface contamination on the crystals and on the copper supporting structure [21]. The CUPID project (CUORE upgrade with particle identification) [22,23] aims to enhance the sensitivity by 2 orders of magnitude and, thus, test the $0\nu\beta\beta$ decay in the inverted hierarchy scenario of neutrino masses [24]. To reach this goal, CUPID will increase the source mass and reduce the background by using isotopically enriched bolometers with active particle identification. This can be achieved by a scintillating bolometer [25–27] in which a small fraction of the released energy is converted into scintillation light that is absorbed by a disklike bolometer acting as a light detector. The dual readout provides the ultimate tool for particle identification and background rejection [28–32]; the scintillation induced by $\alpha$ particles, in fact, is characterized by a different amplitude and time development compared to isoenergetic electrons. Moreover, the flexibility in the choice of the detector material allows us to select $0\nu\beta\beta$ decaying isotopes with a $Q_{\beta\beta}$ greater than 2615 keV, the energy of the most intense natural high-energy $^{208}$Tl $\gamma$ line, thus, reducing the $\gamma$ background by about 1 order of magnitude [33]. In this Letter, we report the results of CUPID-0, the first kg-scale CUPID demonstrator employing enriched scintillating bolometers for the study of the $0\nu\beta\beta$ decay of $^{82}$Se [$Q_{\beta\beta} = (2997.9 \pm 0.3)$ keV [34]]. The CUPID-0 detector is described in Ref. [35]. The array consists of 24 Zn$^{82}$Se crystals 95% enriched in $^{82}$Se (total mass of 9.65 kg, corresponding to 5.13 kg of $^{82}$Se) and two natural ZnSe crystals (total mass of 0.85 kg, corresponding to 40 g of $^{82}$Se). Details about the production of enriched Zn$^{82}$Se crystals can be found in Ref. [36]. The data from two enriched crystals, not properly functioning, and from the two natural crystals are not considered in the current analysis. The number of $^{82}$Se nuclei under investigation is, therefore, $((3.41 \pm 0.03) \times 10^{25})$. Each Zn$^{82}$Se is held in a copper frame by means of small polytetrafluoroethylene supports, side surrounded by a 3M Vikuiti plastic reflective foil to increase the light collection efficiency and monitored by a light detector (LD). The LD is a 170-μm-thick Ge disk [37] coated on one side with a SiO 60-nm-thick layer to enhance light absorption [38]. Each device is equipped with a neutron trasmutation doped Ge thermistor [39] biased with a constant current and acting as temperature-voltage transducer. A P-doped Si Joule heater [40] glued to each crystal periodically injects a fixed amount of energy to equalize the bolometer response [41,42]. The front end electronics comprises an amplification stage, a six-pole antialiasing active Bessel filter (120 dB/decade), and an 18 bit analog-to-digital converter board operating at 1(2) kilosamples per second for the Zn$^{82}$Se (LD). The detector is anchored to the mixing chamber of an Oxford 1000 $^3$He/$^4$He dilution refrigerator operating at a base temperature of about 10 mK, located in Hall A of the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (average depth ~3650 m water equivalent [43]). The cryogenic system and electronics are detailed in Refs. [44–50].

The data we present here were collected between June and December 2017 and are divided in four blocks called data sets. At the beginning and at the end of each data set, we perform a calibration exposing the detector to thoriated wires which provide $\gamma$ lines up to 2615 keV. For each bolometer (i.e., Zn$^{82}$Se or LD), we acquire the complete data stream. We implement a software trigger on the Zn$^{82}$Se and search for a simultaneous signal on the LD. The trigger threshold is channel dependent and ranges between 10 and 110 keV. Typical trigger rates are 2 mHz per bolometer (50 mHz in calibration). The heaters produce a pulse every 400 sec that is automatically flagged by the data acquisition. For each Zn$^{82}$Se waveform, we analyze 4 sec after the trigger and 1 sec before (pretrigger). Average rise and decay times defined as the (90–10)% time difference of the leading edge and the (30–90)% time difference of the trailing edge are 10 and 40 ms, respectively. We use the optimum filter technique [51,52] to estimate pulse height and pulse shape parameters. We build the signal waveform template averaging the physical events with energy between 1800 and 2700 keV and compute the noise power spectrum on randomly chosen waveforms that do not contain triggered pulses. We correct the filtered amplitude for the shift in thermal gain due to temperature variations by using the constant heater pulse amplitude and the heater pretrigger baseline level as a proxy for the Zn$^{82}$Se temperature [41]. The intrinsic FWHM energy resolution determined by noise fluctuations at the filter output is on average ~5 keV. We use the $^{232}$Th calibration data to derive the Zn$^{82}$Se amplitude-to-energy conversion and the detector response function. We fit the positions of the most intense $\gamma$ lines in the range (511–2615) keV with a zero intercept parabolic function. The extrapolation of the calibration function at the $Q_{\beta\beta}$ energy gives an uncertainty $\sigma_{Q_{\beta\beta}} = 3$ keV. The distribution of the residuals as a function of the energy is flat with a weighted average of (0.42 $\pm$ 0.05) keV. We do not correct for this small offset at $Q_{\beta\beta}$, and we treat $\sigma_{Q_{\beta\beta}}$ as a systematic uncertainty. We use the 2615 keV line from the $^{208}$Tl line as a proxy for the detector response function for the $0\nu\beta\beta$ event. We parametrize its line shape with a double Gaussian $G(\mu_p, \sigma_p, \rho, \eta, e)$, where $\mu_p$ and $\sigma_p$ are the mean and width of the primary peak, and $\rho$, $\eta$, $e$ are the ratio of the mean, width, and amplitude of the secondary to the primary peak, respectively. This is the simplest model which well reproduces the detector response function of the observed peaks over the entire spectrum. Deviations from the single Gaussian model were already observed in other bolometric
We select $0\beta\beta$ candidates applying the following criteria on the Zn$^{68}$Se thermal pulses only. We first reject periods of detector instability due to electronics or cryostat malfunctions, reducing the exposure by less than 1%. We require only one pulse in a triggered window and the waveform to be consistent with the signal template. To this end, we use six different pulse shape parameters normalized over the energy spectrum in order to have a constant efficiency. The normalization is performed using $\gamma$’s produced in a dedicated run with an AmBe neutron source; neutron reactions in the detector and in the surrounding structure generate a continuum of $\gamma$’s up to several MeVs.

We maximize a score function defined as the ratio of the signal efficiency to the square root of the off-peak background efficiency using 50% of randomly selected events. We select $0\beta\beta$ candidates with 100% efficiency. We use a shape parameter computed on the filtered light pulse as defined in Ref. [32] to reject $\alpha$ particles. To build a control sample of high-energy $\gamma$’s, we require multiple-hit events with multiplicity greater than 4 and a light signal amplitude incompatible with direct muon ionization. Such events are generated only by electromagnetic showers induced by the passage of a high-energy cosmic muon in the surrounding shields, and their energy extends up to $\sim$5 MeV. We select $\beta/\gamma$ events with 100% efficiency. The acceptance threshold and $\alpha$ discrimination capability for single-hit events are shown in Fig. 3. From a Gaussian fit to the LD shape.
probability of a parameter distribution for events with energy greater than 4500 keV, we obtain an $\alpha$ misidentification probability lower than $10^{-6}$.

We implement delayed coincidences to suppress the background induced by the internal $^{208}\text{Tl} \beta/\beta + \gamma$ decay from the $^{232}\text{Th}$ chain. The $^{212}\text{Bi}$ $\alpha$ decays to $^{208}\text{Tl} (Q_\alpha = 6207 \text{ keV})$, which, in turn, $\beta$ decays to the stable isotope $^{208}\text{Pb}$ with $Q_\beta = 5001 \text{ keV}$ and a half-life $\tau_{1/2} = 3.01 \text{ min}$. We veto any event succeeding a primary $^{212}\text{Bi}$ $\alpha$ event in a window corresponding to $3$ times the half-life. If the contamination is close to the surface and the $\alpha$ escapes the crystal, only part of the energy of the parent decay is collected. To identify such events, we require the pulse shape of the primary event to be consistent with the reference $\alpha$ shape and the energy to be in the range $(2.0-6.5) \text{ MeV}$. Figure 4 shows the effect of the selection criteria on the energy spectrum in the analysis window selected for the background evaluation. This is approximately symmetric around $Q_{\beta\beta}$ and ranges between $2800$ and $3200 \text{ keV}$, where we do not expect peaking background contributions.

The signal efficiency comprises the probability that a $0\nu\beta\beta$ event is confined inside a single crystal that is triggered and its energy properly reconstructed, and finally that it survives the selection criteria. We determine the probability of a $0\nu\beta\beta$ to be fully contained in a single crystal from GEANT4 simulation to be $(81.0 \pm 0.2)\%$. We compute the other efficiencies for each data set, and we quote the average weighted on the data set exposure. We evaluate the trigger efficiency as the ratio of triggered to flagged heater pulses and the energy reconstruction efficiency as the probability of the monoenergetic heater pulse to be reconstructed within $3$ Gaussian standard deviations [56]. The combined efficiency is $(99.44 \pm 0.01)\%$. Finally, we estimate the selection efficiency from a simultaneous fit on both the spectra of accepted and rejected events in the $1115 \text{ keV}$ $^{65}\text{Zn}$ peak in the sample not used for the optimization [56]. We sum all channels due to the limited statistics and derive a selection efficiency of $(93 \pm 2)\%$.

We cross-check the selection efficiency as a function of the energy selecting double-hit events; these are very likely a sample of true particle events since spurious coincidences are negligible. The ratio of events before and after applying the selection criteria is compatible with the efficiency computed on the peak of $^{65}\text{Zn}$ in a range up to $2.6 \text{ MeV}$. The total signal efficiency is, therefore, $(75 \pm 2)\%$. We estimate the number of $0\nu\beta\beta$ candidates and the background index (BI) from a simultaneous UEML fit in the analysis window. For each data set, the fit comprises the bi-Gaussian line shape for the $0\nu\beta\beta$ signal, with primary peak position fixed at $Q_{\beta\beta}$, and a flat background component. The efficiency and the energy resolution are data set dependent. The decay rate $\Gamma_{0\nu}$ and the BI are treated as free parameters common to all the detectors and data sets. In a $1.83 \text{ kg yr}^{232}\text{Se}$ $(3.44 \text{ kg yr Zn}^{82}\text{Se})$ exposure, we find no signal evidence and a BI $= (3.6^{+1.9}_{-1.4}) \times 10^{-3} \text{ counts/(keV kg yr)}$, consistent with the five observed events in the $400 \text{ keV}$ analysis window.

We estimate the systematics due to the uncertainty on the absolute energy scale, the detector response function, the efficiency, and the exposure. For each influence parameter, we weight the likelihood with a Gaussian probability density function with the mean and width fixed to the best estimated values and uncertainties, respectively. We then integrate the likelihood via numerical integration.

We set a $90\%$ C.I. Bayesian upper limit on $\Gamma_{0\nu}$ using a uniform prior in the physical region of $\Gamma_{0\nu}$ and marginalizing over the BI nuisance parameter: $\Gamma_{0\nu} < 0.285 \times 10^{-24} \text{ yr}^{-1}$. This corresponds to a lower limit on the half-life of $\tau_{1/2} > 2.4 \times 10^{24} \text{ yr}(90\%\text{C.I.})$.

We evaluate the median $90\%$ C.I. lower limit sensitivity from toy MC experiments to be $\tau_{1/2} > 2.3 \times 10^{24} \text{ yr}$. With the accumulate exposure, the probability to obtain a limit greater than the one we report in this paper is $44\%$. The CUPID-0 result surpasses by almost $1$ order of magnitude the previous limit of $\tau_{1/2} > 3.6 \times 10^{23} \text{ yr}$ [57] obtained by NEMO with a larger $^{82}\text{Se}$ exposure ($\sim 3.5 \text{ kg yr}$).

In the light Majorana neutrino exchange model for the $0\nu\beta\beta$ decay, the effective neutrino mass $m_{\nu\beta\beta}$ is related to $\tau_{1/2}$ by

$$ (\tau_{1/2}^{-1})^{-1} = G_{0\nu}|M_{0\nu}|^2 m_{\nu\beta\beta}^2, $
where $G_{0e}$ and $M_{0e}$ are the phase space factor of the decay and the dimensionless nuclear matrix element (NME). Using $G_{0e}$ from Refs. [58,59], the NME from Refs. [60–65], and an axial coupling constant $g_a = 1.269$, we find an upper limit on $m_{\nu}\beta < (376−770) \text{ meV}$. Despite the small CUPID-0 scale, the achieved $m_{\nu}\beta$ approaches the range of the most sensitive experiments in the field [9–15].

In summary, we find no evidence of $^{82}\text{Se}$ $0\nu\beta\beta$ decay in 1.83 kg yr $^{82}\text{Se}$ (3.44 kg yr $^{78}\text{Zn}\,^{82}\text{Se}$) exposure, and we set the most stringent limit on this decay. Thanks to the simultaneous readout of the heat and light signals, we reach the lowest background level ever achieved with bolometric experiments: $(3.6_{-1.4}^{+1.9}) \times 10^{-3}$ counts/(keV kg yr).

Although a detailed discussion of the background components is the subject of a dedicated future paper, it is worth stressing that we expect contributions at the level of $\sim 10^{-3}$ counts/(keV kg yr) both from cosmic muon induced events and from contaminations of the cryogenic setup which hosted CUORE-0 [66]. The successful operation of CUPID-0 and the capability to reject the $\alpha$ induced background is a key milestone for the next-generation tonne-scale project CUPID.
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